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Abstract
This work considers the application of classification algorithms for data-
driven fault diagnosis of batch processes. A novel data selection method-
ology is proposed which enables online classification of detected disturbances
without requiring the estimation of unknown (future) process behavior, as is
the case in previously reported approaches.
The proposed method is benchmarked in two case studies using the
Pensim process model of Birol et al. (2002) implemented in RAYMOND. Both
a simple k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) and complex Least Squares Support
Vector Machine (LS-SVM) are employed for classification to demonstrate
the generic nature of the proposed approach. In addition, the influence of
different data pretreatment methods on the classification performance is dis-
cussed, together with a motivation for selecting the correct pretreatment
steps. Finally, the influence of the number of available training batches is
studied.
The results demonstrate that a good classification performance can be
achieved with the proposed data selection method even with a low number
of faulty training batches by exploiting knowledge on the nature of the to-be-
diagnosed faults in the data pretreatment. This provides a proof of concept
for classification-based batch diagnosis and demonstrates the importance of
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incorporating process insight in the construction of data-driven process mon-
itoring and diagnosis tools.
Keywords: Batch processes, Fault detection/isolation, Process control,
Mathematical modeling, Fault classification
1. Introduction1
Batch processes play an important role in the chemical and biochemical2
industries for the production of goods with a high added value (e.g., phar-3
maceuticals, food products, polymers, semiconductors) owing to their lower4
capital cost and higher flexibility to produce multiple products or grades. As5
any industrial process, batch processes can be prone to a number of distur-6
bances such as impurities in the raw materials, fouling of heat exchangers,7
sensor failures, plugged pipes, etc. Since online product quality measure-8
ments are rarely available, close monitoring of batch processes and fast Fault9
Detection & Isolation (FDI) are absolute requirements to avoid unnecessary10
variations and ensure the final products are within specifications. The dy-11
namic nature of batch processes further complicates FDI.12
Today’s process plants dispose of large historical databases containing13
measurements from hundreds of online sensors. Statistical Process Moni-14
toring (SPM; sometimes referred to as Statistical Process Control) aims to15
exploit these historical data for FDI.16
Most recent research in the field of FDI/SPM for batch processes has been17
devoted to fault detection and identification using latent variable approaches18
based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component19
Analysis (ICA). While progress has been made in improving fault detection20
by including process dynamics (e.g., dynamic PCA [1], auto-regressive PCA21
[2], dynamic ICA [3]) or nonlinear extensions of PCA (e.g., kernel PCA22
[4], kernel ICA [5]), correct isolation (diagnosis) of the detected disturbance23
remains a difficult issue [6].24
Contribution plots [7, 8], which chart the contribution of each variable to25
an out-of-control signal, are by far the most popular tool to identify the root26
cause of an alarm signal in batch monitoring. The generation of contribu-27
tion plots requires no prior knowledge about disturbances. However, process28
insight is necessary for interpreting the contribution pattern and finding the29
root cause. Moreover, Westerhuis et al. [9] and Van den Kerkhof et al. [10]30
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illustrated that contribution plots can yield misleading results due to the31
so-called fault smearing effect.32
If historical data of the different known faults types are available, diagno-33
sis reduces to classification. A classifier is trained on faulty data and, upon34
detection, it assigns the detected fault to the class it most resembles. The35
time-consuming interpretation of contribution plots to find the root cause36
is eliminated, which significantly reduces the response time between fault37
detection and subsequent corrective action(s).38
For continuous processes in steady state, various classification-based di-39
agnosis methods using, e.g., discriminant partial least squares [11], Fisher40
discriminant analysis [12], support vector machines [13, 14] and neural net-41
works [15] were reported in literature. For batch processes however, reports42
on the successful application of classification techniques are scarce. Since43
process plants are monitored and controlled to achieve satisfactory product44
quality and prevent process faults, the number of available faulty batches is45
limited. This is an important consideration for the design of a data-driven46
fault diagnosis scheme and forms an important bottleneck in the development47
of data-driven FDI.48
Cho and Kim [16] proposed a Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA)-based49
classifier, but required a number of past faulty batches greater than the di-50
mensionality of the fault data. In their case study, they simulated as many51
as 3500 faulty training batches for a process where 11 variables are mon-52
itored over 241 time points. Cho and Kim [17] generated pseudo-batches53
to deal with the data insufficiency. Cho [18] handled the data insufficiency54
more efficiently by extending linear FDA to nonlinear problems by employ-55
ing kernel FDA. Li and Cui [19] further reduced the need for pseudo-batch56
generation. Recently, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were utilized as a57
learning algorithm for fault classification of batch processes [20]. SVMs are58
based on statistical learning theory developed by Vapnik [21] and have shown59
to exhibit a large generalization performance, especially when the number of60
training samples is small [22]. Hence, SVMs are well suited for classification-61
based FDI.62
The aforementioned methods [16–20] are essentially offline diagnosis meth-63
ods since the classifier is trained on entire faulty batches, not faulty episodes.64
Hence, before fault classification, the new (faulty) batch needs to be com-65
pleted or its future variable trajectories estimated. This is a major drawback.66
Moreover, the similarity between faulty batches with exactly the same fault67
at the same time instance decreases over time due to nonlinear process dy-68
3
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namics, different corrective actions and additional faults.69
Therefore, this paper proposes a new fault diagnosis methodology which70
focuses on the onset of the fault rather than the entire batch history by send-71
ing only a small data window at the time of detection to the classifier. This72
eliminates the need for estimating future process behavior. The proposed73
method is validated on data generated from the Pensim model developed by74
Birol et al. [23], a widely-used benchmark for data-driven FDI. To demon-75
strate the general applicability of the proposed method, both a simple k76
Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [24] and complex Least Squares Support Vector77
Machine (LS-SVM) [25] classifier are used. Several data pretreatment steps78
are proposed to improve classifier performance, together with guidelines for79
selecting the appropriate steps. Additionally, the influence of the number of80
available training batches on the method’s performance is studied.81
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, the proposed82
fault diagnosis methodology is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 describes83
the case study on which the fault diagnosis method is validated. Sections 484
and 5 briefly summarize the basics of standard PCA-based batch monitoring,85
which is used as the fault detection method in this work, and fault identifi-86
cation using k-NN or LS-SVM classifiers, respectively. They are followed by87
a discussion of the validation procedure in Section 6 and the obtained results88
in Section 7. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are provided89
in Section 8.90
2. Proposed fault diagnosis method91
Section 2.1 presents an overview of the proposed classification-based di-92
agnosis method while Section 2.2 delves deeper into the critical issue of data93
pretreatment.94
2.1. Overview95
The proposed diagnosis methodology entails two phases: (i) an offline96
model building phase and (ii) an online diagnosis phase. A general scheme97
of the method is presented in Fig. 1.98
2.1.1. Offline model building99
The first step of the offline model building phase consists of scanning past100
batches for faulty episodes by means of an appropriate fault detection model101
(e.g., an NOC PCA model and corresponding fault detection statistics). By102
4
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Figure 1: Scheme of the proposed batch diagnosis method.
combining process knowledge and operator experience, the root cause of each103
detected fault is investigated. Based on this study, fault classes are defined104
and the detected faults are assigned to one of these fault classes. The defi-105
nition of fault classes is an important step. A large number of fault classes106
reduces classification performance due to a decreasing amount of training107
batches per class and an increasing similarity between different classes. On108
the other hand, coarsely defined classes are unhelpful for straightforward109
corrective actions. Therefore, in practice the number of classes is a trade-off110
between classifier performance and practical use of the diagnosis results.111
During the second step, the raw data are converted into a form amenable112
for learning a classification model (e.g., a k-NN or LS-SVM classifier). The113
goal of data pretreatment is to obtain a uniform characteristic fault pattern114
for each fault class. Data pretreatment is crucial for the classifier’s diagnosis115
performance.116
After collecting the data and converting these into a form suited for clas-117
sification, the classifier is trained.118
2.1.2. Online fault diagnosis119
During the online or application phase, the current batch is monitored us-120
ing the existing fault detection system. If a fault is detected, the data of the121
current batch undergo the same pretreatment steps as the faulty reference122
data. The pretreated data are subsequently passed to the trained classifier123
which assigns a fault class to the current disturbance. Based on this infor-124
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mation, operators take corrective actions or abort the process if the batch125
cannot be salvaged. Monitoring the fault detection statistics reveals if the126
operator actions bring the process back within normal operating conditions.127
If the diagnosis result was satisfactory, the data can be added to the reference128
set of faults and the classifier retrained.129
2.2. Data selection and pretreatment130
It is a well-known fact that a classifier’s performance depends heavily on131
the training data. Raw process data are seldom in an appropriate form for132
training a classifier. Transforming raw data into a suitable form is typically133
a time consuming step in any data-based diagnosis project and involves trial134
and error. Moreover, while classification algorithms are most often general-135
purpose, data selection and pretreatment are highly application specific. This136
section proposes several selection and pretreatment steps for batch process137
data. Their impact on diagnosis performance is analyzed in Section 7.138
Dimensionality reduction is a first possible pretreatment step. Monroy139
et al. [20] reduced the data of each batch to a score vector using PCA or ICA140
and use the resulting scores as input for the classifier. To train the PCA or141
ICA model, Monroy et al. [20] generated artificial data sets containing an142
equal number of normal and faulty batches. In practice however, the number143
of faulty batches is much smaller than the number of normal batches, making144
the composition of a balanced and sufficiently large training set for the PCA145
or ICA model a challenging issue or even infeasible. In order to propose146
a widely applicable diagnosis method, reduction of the classifier’s training147
data is avoided in this work and all pretreatment steps occur in the original148
measurement space.149
The amount of data per faulty batch to include in the training set, i.e.,150
data selection, is a second important issue to consider. Previously reported151
methods for classification-based diagnosis typically include each entire faulty152
batch. In Monroy et al. [20], the scores are computed from the completed153
faulty batch. Cho and Kim [16] also train their classifier on the full data of154
each faulty batch. As a consequence, the future data of the current batch155
need to be predicted to enable online diagnosis. Cho and Kim [16] solved this156
problem by selecting the past batch trajectory most similar to the current157
batch to estimate future measurements.158
Including each entire faulty batch is seldom a good choice in view of159
obtaining a uniform characteristic fault pattern for each fault. Consider two160
batches with a fault of exactly the same type and magnitude but different161
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Figure 2: The similarity between faulty batches with the same fault decreases due to
different onset times (batches 1 and 2) and additional faults (batch 3). Therefore, data
selection by focusing on each faulty episode is a better approach to obtain a uniform
characteristic fault pattern than including each entire faulty batch in the analysis.
onset times, such as batches 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. The same fault occurs near the162
end of the first batch and at the start of the second batch. In the approach163
of Monroy et al. [20], the data of each entire batch are transformed to a164
score vector. Ideally, since the two batches exhibit the same fault, both score165
vectors are close to identical. However, since the fault in the first batch166
occurred near the end, the largest part of this batch is NOC data and hence167
the corresponding score vector is likely more similar to NOC scores than it168
is similar to the second faulty batch’s scores. The similarity between the two169
faulty batches can decrease even further due to different corrective actions,170
additional faults at other time points (e.g., batch 3 in Fig. 2), etc.171
The similarity between faulty batches of the same class is highest at the172
onset of the fault. Therefore, the authors propose to focus data selection on173
the faulty episode by only retaining in the training set a small data window174
starting from the moment of fault detection. Different choices of the data175
window are possible. A first option is to include only the 1×J measurement176
vector at the time of detection, where J is the number of sensors consid-177
ered in the fault detection system. The advantage of this approach is that178
as soon as a new fault is detected, the current measurement vector can be179
passed to the classifier to obtain the diagnosis result. On the other hand,180
using only the J measurements at detection sometimes provides insufficient181
discrimination between similar faults. A second option is to add measure-182
ments at N − 1 later time points in a 1× JN vector. In this case, diagnosis183
of a new batch is only possible after these measurements are available, but184
classification performance might increase. A missing data estimator can be185
added to overcome the latter problem. The effect of the time window length186
7
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on classification performance is illustrated in Section 7.187
The last step concerns data transformations which can range from a sim-188
ple variable scaling to more complex functions. The choice of a suitable189
transformation depends heavily on process knowledge. For batch process190
data, normalization around the mean trajectory is a common transformation191
before constructing fault detection models. Normalizing around the mean192
trajectory is also a valuable pretreatment step for fault classification as it193
substantially reduces the difference between faults of the same class occurring194
at differing time points. Section 7 demonstrates the impact of normalization195
and other scaling methods. In addition, it provides a motivation for choosing196
specific normalization or scaling methods.197
3. Case study198
As a case study, data of a simulated industrial-scale biochemical process199
for penicillin fermentation are generated, using an extended version of the200
Pensim simulator developed by Birol et al. [23]. This process is a widely used201
benchmark process for evaluating FDI methodologies.202
The production process involves two phases: a batch phase and a fed-203
batch phase. Initially, the bioreactor is operated in batch mode. When204
the substrate concentration has decreased to 0.3 g/L (after about 43 h),205
the fed-batch phase is started, and additional substrate is continuously fed206
into the reactor. After adding 25 L of substrate (after approximately 460207
h), the fermentation is stopped. During the fermentation, 11 online sensors208
record various flows, temperatures, and pH; the variables are listed in the209
first column in Table 1. Time is added as an extra (12th) variable. The210
measured signals are aligned and resampled to a length of 101 samples for211
the batch phase and 501 samples for the fed-batch phase, using the indicator212
variables proposed by [23].213
Two case studies are conducted in this paper. The first (base) study214
is a strict implementation of Pensim, where sensor noise is only present on215
the DO and CO2 concentration [23]. To obtain a more involved/advanced216
second study, white Gaussian noise with zero mean is added to all online217
sensors. The corresponding absolute or relative (to the sensor reading) stan-218
dard deviations are listed in the second column in Table 1. Noise on the219
pH and reactor temperature directly influences the control actions on the220
acid, base, and coolant flow rates. To retain good control performance, the221
PID controllers were retuned. In addition, biological variability is added to222
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Table 1: Overview of online measurements of the Pensim model. The second column lists
the standard deviation of the measurement noise as used for the advanced case study.
Sensor measurement σnoise
DO concentration [mmol/L] 0.002
CO2 concentration [mmol/L] 0.060
pH [-] 0.010
Reactor temperature [K] 0.050
Feed temperature [K] 0.050
Culture volume [L] 0.001
Agitator power [W] 0.5%
Substrate feed rate [L/h] 0.5%
Coolant flow rate [L/h] 0.5%
Base flow rate [L/h] 0.5%
Acid flow rate [L/h] 0.5%
Time [h] —
the simulation. Hereto, a PRBS signal with magnitude 0.005 is averaged223
over 1000 time samples and added to the constant (0.092 h−1) profile of the224
maximal specific biomass growth rate.225
In each case study, 200 batches under normal operating conditions (NOC)226
with varying initial conditions are simulated as a reference set for the fault227
detection model.228
For training of the fault classifiers, 1000 batches are generated for each of229
six faults listed in Table 2 for a total of 6000 faulty batches. The feed con-230
centration and coolant temperature steps are present from the start of the231
batch. The agitator power and aeration rate drops are two sudden faults.232
Finally, the feed rate and DO sensor drifts are incipient faults that gradu-233
ally build up over time. The starting time and magnitude of each fault are234
randomly chosen from a uniform distribution with the bounds stated in Ta-235
ble 2. The lower bounds are chosen as to achieve satisfactory fault detection236
performance. For faults where the magnitude can be positive or negative237
(e.g., drifts on the DO sensor) an equal number of batches of each sign is238
simulated.239
Finally, an independent set of 600 faulty batches is available for validation240
of the classifiers (100 batches per fault class).241
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Table 2: Simulated fault classes and their magnitude and starting time ranges.
Fault type Magnitude Onset time [h]
Feed concentration step ±[1%; 10%] 0
Coolant temperature step ±[1%; 10%] 0
Agitator power drop [−5%;−30%] 20− 380
Feed rate drift ±[0.15%/h; 0.35%/h] 70− 380
Aeration rate drop [−70%;−90%] 20− 380
DO sensor drift ±[0.50%/h; 0.75%/h] 20− 380
4. Fault detection242
In order to identify periods of faulty operation, either for building the243
classifier’s training set or during online diagnosis, a fault detection method244
needs to be in place. Standard PCA-based fault detection is employed in this245
work because it is the standard benchmark for data-driven FDI [6]. It and its246
many variants are widely studied (e.g., [1, 2, 8, 26–34]). Detailed overviews247
of research and applications can be found in, e.g., Qin [6] or Ge et al. [35].248
PCA-based fault detection is a combination of a PCA model of the249
collected batch data that characterizes the normal process operation (Sec-250
tion 4.1) and one or more fault detection statistics that detect deviations251
from normal operation (Section 4.2). Only a brief summary is presented252
here.253
While PCA-based FDI is employed here, the authors would like to stress254
that the proposed diagnosis method is independent of the chosen fault iden-255
tification technique.256
4.1. Characterizing normal operating conditions257
Industrial data, such as batch process data, are typically heavily corre-258
lated because all measured variables are connected through underlying physi-259
cal laws, mass balances, redundancy of sensors, etc. PCA reduces the number260
of measured variables to a smaller number of uncorrelated latent variables261
or scores by exploiting these correlations [36, 37]. It is used to characterize262
the NOC reference data set, containing 200 batches in which 12 variables are263
measured at 602 different time points, resulting in a 200×12×602 batch data264
array. Because the benchmark process consists of two phases with clearly dif-265
ferent dynamics, a separate PCA model is constructed for each phase. The266
10
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first phase consists of the first 101 time points; the final 501 time points make267
up the second phase.268
The data of each of the 12 sensors are first normalized around their mean269
trajectory to zero mean and unit variance. This normalization removes most270
nonlinearities from the data and reduces the problem to analyzing the ap-271
proximately linear process dynamics around the average trajectory [26, 38].272
Hence, the use of a linear PCA model to characterize these normal operation273
data is justified.274
After normalization, the data are unfolded using the variable-wise un-275
folding method proposed by Wold et al. [39]: the 101 × 12 and 501 × 12276
measurements of the each batch phase p are placed under each other to ob-277
tain an unfolded data matrix Xp of size 20,200× 12 for the first batch phase278
and 100,200×12 for the second batch phase. A separate PCA model for each279
phase summarizes each row of Xp using R scores (R ≤ 12). The columns280
of the score matrix Tp (20,200 or 100,200 × R) are linear combinations of281
the original variables as defined by phase p’s loading matrix Pp (12×R), of282
which each column corresponds to one of the R retained principal compo-283
nents of the data covariance matrix X>p Xp. The scores can be seen as new284
uncorrelated variables [37]. The approximation residuals are contained in285
EX (20,200 or 100,200× 12).286
Xp = TpP
ᵀ
p(+EX,p) (1)
Jollife [36] provides an overview of criteria for selecting the number of287
principal components R. In this paper, the number of principal components288
is determined with an adjusted Wold criterion with a threshold of 0.90 on the289
fraction of explained variance [40]. Three principal components are selected290
for the batch phase and four for the fed-batch phase, explaining 60% and291
64% of the total variance, respectively.292
4.2. Fault detection statistics293
Abnormal behavior is detected by comparing measured process data of294
a new, running batch against NOC data. A short summary of the detailed295
description given in Nomikos and MacGregor [27] is presented here.296
At each time point t, the current measurement vector xt (1 × 12) is297
projected on the current phase’s loading matrix Pp to obtain the current298
score vector tt (1 × R) and residual vector et (1 × 12). These vectors are299
compared to the NOC data via fault detection statistics.300
11
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Hotelling’s T 2 statistic monitors the scores and checks if a new observation301
projects onto the model plane defined by the loading matrix Pp within the302
limits determined by the NOC data. The Squared Prediction Error (SPE)303
statistic monitors the residuals to detect the occurrence of any abnormal304
events that cause new observations to move away from the model plane.305
Upper control limits are established for both statistics based on the reference306
data set [26]. To mitigate the occurrence of false alarms, an alarm signal307
is raised only when a statistic is above its control limit at three or more308
consecutive time points.309
Because variable-wise unfolding is employed in this work, only measure-310
ments from a single time point are required to compose a complete obser-311
vation row of X. Hence, running batches can be analyzed online without312
requiring the estimation of future (unknown) measurements.313
5. Fault identification314
Once faulty operation is detected, a classification model is used to iden-315
tify the root cause of the upset. In the presented case studies, two types316
of classifiers are employed to demonstrate the proposed fault identification317
method: k-NN and LS-SVM.318
The k-NN classifier (Section 5.1) is selected as a simple yet powerful clas-319
sifier [41–43]. An LS-SVM (Section 5.2) is used as an example of a very320
powerful, nonlinear classification method because of its very good general-321
ization properties given the limited availability of faulty batches for classifier322
training [22].323
While k-NN and LS-SVM are employed in this paper, the purpose of324
this paper is not to identify the best classifier but rather to demonstrate325
the potential of the proposed fault identification methodology. For other326
applications, other classifiers might prove more optimal.327
5.1. k Nearest Neighbors328
The k-NN [24] method is one of simplest classification algorithms. Despite329
its simplicity, k-NN has proven to be a powerful classification tool [43, 44].330
The training phase of a k-NN is trivial: it solely consists of storing each331
training sample and its corresponding label. The unknown sample xt is332
assigned to the class that is most common among the k closest (most similar)333
data points according to a chosen distance measure. If the votes of the k334
neighbors tie, the point is considered unclassifiable.335
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The appropriateness of the k-NN algorithm decreases for high-dimensional336
data as the distance to the nearest neighbor approaches the distance to the337
farthest neighbor [45]. This effect already occurs for data dimensionality as338
low as 10− 15. However, the good results obtained with PCA- or ICA-based339
FDI demonstrate that the effective dimensionality of industrial data is of-340
ten small. (For example, Bezergianni and Kalogianni [46] describe a typical341
example where a month’s worth of data on 38 process variables in a hy-342
dro treating process is governed by only 4 latent variables.) Hence, a k-NN343
classifier is a valid classification approach for fault identification.344
In this paper, a basic version of the k-NN is implemented, which employs345
the Euclidean distance metric. Both k = 1 neighbor and k = 3 neighbors are346
employed.347
5.2. Least Squares Support Vector Machines348
The concept of LS-SVMs and their extension to multi-class problems349
is briefly discussed here. The interested reader is referred to the book of350
Suykens et al. [25] for a detailed treatment of LS-SVMs.351
5.2.1. LS-SVMs352
Consider a classifier training data set consisting of N samples of M -353
dimensional input data xi (i = 1 . . . N) belonging to two classes labeled with354
a scalar yi ∈ {−1,+1} for the positive and the negative classes, respectively.355
In their simplest form, LS-SVMs train a linear decision function or hyper-356
plane from the input data and classify a new data point xt.357
y (xt) = sign (w
ᵀxt + b) (2)
w is an M -dimensional parameter vector and b a scalar bias term. LS-SVMs358
seek the hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the two classes.359
This maximum margin principle leads to a higher generalization perfor-360
mance, i.e., an increased correct classification rate for unseen data points.361
For non-separable cases, a regularization parameter reflects the trade-off be-362
tween margin maximization and minimization of the classification error dur-363
ing identification of the parameters w and b.364
LS-SVMs are extended to nonlinear classifiers by projecting the data to365
a higher-dimensional space using a nonlinear transformation function ϕ(·).366
Exploiting Mercer’s theorem, Eq. (2) is rewritten using the kernel function367
K(xn,x) that implicitly defines ϕ(·).368
13
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y (xt) = sign
(
N∑
n=1
αnynK(xn,xt) + b
)
(3)
N is the number of training data points and K(xn,x) is the kernel function369
of the nth vector of the training set and a new vector xt [22].370
LS-SVMs are a modification of the original SVMs. The training of an371
LS-SVM converts from a quadratic programming problem to solving a set of372
linear equations for finding the parameters αn and b.373
Substituting a nonlinear kernel function yields a nonlinear LS-SVM clas-374
sifier. In this work, the simple linear kernel and the popular Radial Basis375
Function (RBF) kernels are employed.376
K(xn,xt) = x
ᵀ
nxt linear kernel
K(xn,xt) = exp
(
−‖xn − xt‖
2
2σ2
)
RBF kernel
where σ is a parameter called the kernel width. Other types of kernels exist,377
but no rules exist for selecting an appropriate kernel function. The RBF ker-378
nel was selected because it has been shown to exhibit very good performance379
in a wide variety of applications [22].380
5.2.2. Multi-class LS-SVMs381
A standard LS-SVM is a binary classifier whereas fault diagnosis is a382
multi-class problem. Several techniques exist for decomposing a multi-class383
problem with C classes into a series of binary classification problems (bina-384
rization). The two main binarization techniques are One-versus-One (OvO)385
and One-versus-All (OvA).386
The OvO approach involves training a binary classifier for each pair of387
fault classes. A new input vector xt is assigned to the class that is indicated388
by the majority of the C(C−1)/2 individual classifiers. If two or more classes389
get equal votes, xt is unclassifiable.390
The OvA method entails training C classifiers to discriminate each fault391
class from the remaining training data (all other classes combined). The cth392
classifier labels a point xt as either “class C” or “the rest of the data”. If393
xt is assigned to two or more classes or to none of the classes, it is deemed394
unclassfiable. OvA requires fewer binary classifiers to be trained than OvO395
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(C vs. C(C − 1)/2). As a consequence, the amount of training data per396
binary classifier is higher for OvA. However, unclassifiable regions are larger397
and class boundaries tend to be more complex.398
In this work, both OvO and OvA are investigated.399
5.2.3. Practical implementation400
The multi-class LS-SVMs are trained using the LS-SVMlab toolbox [25]401
for MATLABr available at http://esat.kuleuven.be/sista/lssvmlab.402
LS-SVMlab employs a two-step optimization procedure to find the optimal403
parameters (kernel and regularization parameters) by minimizing the cross-404
validation error. Coupled Simulated Annealing determines suitable parame-405
ters which are subsequently fine tuned with a simplex method.406
6. Validation procedure407
The proposed method is validated following the steps depicted in Fig. 1.408
The first step entails the definition of fault classes, i.e., determining the scope409
of the classification problem. In this case study, the fault classes are given in410
the first column of Table 2. Note that fault magnitude, sign and occurrence411
time are of no interest. The scope of the classifier is solely the determination412
of the fault type.413
Step two involves the collection, selection and pretreatment of training414
data. For this purpose, the generated faulty batches are monitored using the415
developed NOC PCA model and corresponding fault detection statistics. An416
alarm signal is raised when a statistic exceeds its control limit at three or417
more consecutive time points. For the case studies in this paper, all faults418
are detected less than 10 sample points after their onset. For each faulty419
batch, the moment of detection is recorded and the data prior to the alarm420
signal of the fastest statistic (SPE or T2) are discarded. The remaining data421
are pretreated using the methods described in Section 2.2.422
After the collection and pretreatment steps, the different classifiers are423
trained. Different sizes of the training set are tested containing 2, 4, 6, 8,424
or 10 batches per fault class. For each size of the training set, the classi-425
fier identification is repeated 100 times, each time using a different set of426
training batches. For the LS-SVM classifiers, the probabilistic optimization427
routine employed in their identification yields slightly different values for the428
regularization parameter and/or kernel parameter for each binary classifier429
and, hence, slightly different results. Therefore, each LS-SVM identification430
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is repeated 100 times for a given set of training batches. No such extra431
repetitions are required for the k-NN classifier as the identification is purely432
deterministic.433
Every trained classifier is subsequently validated on the independent val-434
idation set of 100 batches per fault class and the mean values and standard435
deviations of the correct classification rates are computed. The computed436
standard deviations mainly reflect the variability due to the 100 different437
training sets per training set size, as the variability due to the probabilistic438
LS-SVM parameter optimization routine is significantly lower.439
7. Results and discussion440
This section validates the proposed method on faulty batches generated441
from the Pensim model. The influence of data pretreatment, binarization442
method, kernel and size of the training set on the global diagnosis perfor-443
mance (Section 7.1) and class-specific diagnosis performance (Section 7.2) is444
investigated.445
7.1. Global classification rates446
Fig. 3 depicts the global correct classification rates (i.e., the mean of447
the correct classification rate over the six fault classes) for the six different448
classifiers in the advanced case study with additional measurement noise.449
The base case study with standard Pensim noise shows similar results and is450
presented in Appendix A.451
Five combinations of data transformations and window width are investi-452
gated. The first combination (4) applies no scaling and uses a data window453
of one sample which comes down to supplying only the 1 × J vector of the454
raw measurements at the moment of detection to the classifier. The second455
combination () employs normalization around the mean trajectory followed456
by auto-scaling of the variable wise unfolded data. It supplies the classifier457
with the normalized measurement vector at the time of detection. The third458
combination (♦) takes the absolute value of each element of this normal-459
ized vector before passing it to the classifier. The fourth combination (5)460
widens the data window of the previous pretreatment method to five samples.461
It concatenates the absolute values of the normalized measurement vectors462
from the moment of detection until four subsequent time points into a 1×5J463
vector. The fifth and last combination (©) employs a data window of 10464
samples.465
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Figure 3: Global correct classification rates in function of the number of training batches
for the advanced case study with additional measurement noise using (a) a 1-NN classifier,
(b) a 3-NN classifier, (c) an LS-SVM with linear kernel and OvA binarization, (d) an LS-
SVM with RBF kernel and OvA binarization, (e) an LS-SVM with linear kernel and OvO
binarization, and (f) an LS-SVM with RBF kernel and OvO binarization. The training set
consists of raw data (4), normalized data (), the absolute values of the normalized data
(♦), the absolute values of a window of 5 normalized data points (5) and the absolute
values of a window of 10 normalized data points (©). The total width of each error bar
equals two times the standard deviation. The markers are slightly scattered with respect
to the x-axis for visual clarity.
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For all combinations of kernel and binarization method, training on raw466
data (4) yields the lowest global correct classification rates. As a conse-467
quence of the transient nature of batch processes, the raw data pattern468
depends on the moment of detection. This adds additional uninformative469
variability to the fault patterns and hence lowers the classification perfor-470
mance.471
Normalization around the mean trajectory () substantially reduces the472
influence of the fault detection time. This leads to a more uniform fault473
pattern presented to the classifier. In most cases, this significantly improves474
the performance of the k-NN and RBF kernel classifiers. For the linear kernel,475
this effect is less pronounced—in some the linear kernel even experiences a476
drop in performance.477
To increase the classifier performance even more, it is important to realize478
that four of the six fault classes contain steps or drifts of both positive and479
negative sign. Hence, their normalized training data exhibit positive and480
negative deviations within the same fault class. Taking the absolute value of481
each normalized measurement eliminates this difference, and a better classi-482
fication would be expected. As shown in Fig. 3, however, this transformation483
has a small negative impact on the performance of the k-NN and RBF kernel484
classifiers, but significantly raises the linear kernel’s performance. Section 7.2485
will provide an explanation for this counter-intuitive observation.486
Extending the data window to 5 or 10 time points further heightens the487
correct classification rates. The reason for this last performance increase will488
become clear in Section 7.2 by examining the performance on each fault class489
instead of the global performance.490
While data pretreatment has a large influence on the classifier’s per-491
formance, the choice of the actual classification model (k-NN or LS-SVM,492
OvO or OvA, linear or RBF kernel) is of lesser importance. When the data493
are pretreated appropriately, the performance difference becomes negligible.494
Overall, the two k-NN models and the LS-SVM classifiers with OvO bina-495
rization have a better classification rate than the LS-SVM classifiers with496
OvA binarization. The results also indicate a slightly higher spread on the497
classification rates when using an RBF kernel, as an extra parameter (the498
kernel width) needs to be optimized.499
Fig. 3 illustrates the influence of the number of training batches on diag-500
nosis performance. As expected, the correct classification increases with the501
training set size. This tendency is more pronounced for the RBF kernel and502
OvA binarization than for the linear kernel and OvO binarization.503
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7.2. Class-specific classification rates504
It is important to also study the performance of each fault class separately505
instead of only considering the global performance because data pretreatment506
influences individual performances in different ways. Table 3 lists the mean507
and standard deviation of the correct classification rate for the k-NN classi-508
fiers with a training set size of six faulty batches per class for the case study509
with additional measurement noise. Tables 4 and 5 list the class-specific510
rates for the LS-SVM classifiers. Appendix B lists the results of the base511
case study. These tables exhibit the same general trends as Tables 3–5.512
The first column of Tables 3–5 contains the diagnosis performance on raw513
data. In contrast to the other fault classes, faults on the feed concentration514
and coolant temperature already exhibit a high correct classification rate.515
These faults occur at a fixed time point (see Table 2). Hence, their data516
patterns are unaffected by largely differing detection times which explains517
their higher performance.518
Normalizing around the mean trajectory significantly increases the correct519
classification rate of agitator power drops and feed rate drifts for the k-NN520
classifiers and RBF kernel. The performance for the aeration rate drop and521
DO sensor drift is also improved, but to a lesser extent. In some cases, how-522
ever, this overall performance gain comes at the cost of a small decrease in523
correct classification rates for the feed concentration and/or coolant temper-524
ature steps. For the linear kernel, only the diagnosis of agitator power drop525
and aeration rate drop improves. The drift faults (feed rate and DO sensor)526
exhibit positive and negative deviations within the same fault class and pose527
problems for the linear kernel. Taking the absolute value of the normalized528
data improves diagnosis performance on these faults for the linear kernel but529
reduces the other classifiers’ performance for faults on the aeration rate and530
DO sensor.531
Taking the absolute value of the normalization measurements makes the532
distinction between the aeration rate drop and DO sensor drift more diffi-533
cult. These faults both influence the DO, which leads to a partial overlap534
of their characteristic signatures. By taking the absolute value, the differ-535
ence between positive drifts on the DO sensor and negative drops on the536
aeration is eliminated, resulting in increased overlap of the two classes and,537
hence, the lower global classification performance that was already observed538
in Section 7.1.539
This is confirmed by the confusion matrix presented in Table 6. This540
table lists the assigned labels for the faults on the aeration rate and DO541
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Table 6: Confusion matrix for the 3-NN approach after normalizing the measurements
around their average trajectory and taking the absolute value of the training data. The
training set consists of 6 batches per class.
Actual fault
Predicted fault Aeration rate DO sensor
Aeration rate 47.6% 43.2%
DO sensor 46.9% 51.9%
Other 3.2% 3.7%
Unclassifiable 2.3% 1.3%
sensor when using the absolute value of the normalized data as input for the542
classifiers. Of the aeration rate faults, 46.9% are wrongly classified as DO543
sensor faults. Likewise, if the true fault is a DO sensor fault, the classifier544
predicts a problem with the aeration rate in 43.2% of the cases. Hence, the545
classifier has difficulties discriminating DO sensor faults from aeration faults.546
By observing the time evolution of the DO measurements, it is possible547
to discriminate between both faults as illustrated in Fig. 4 and improve the548
performance. Extending the data window to 5 or 10 time points enables the549
classifier to learn the different time evolution. As a consequence, the correct550
classification rates in Table 3 exhibit a significant increase for aeration and551
DO sensor faults.552
These results show the importance of employing the correct data pretreat-553
ment for the faults that must be diagnosed as some pretreatments improve554
the classification of some types of process upsets while reducing the correct555
classification for other faults. An in-depth analysis of a classifier via confu-556
sion matrix can help select and tune the data pretreatment to improve the557
performance for specific types of process faults.558
8. Conclusions559
Existing approaches for classification-based batch diagnosis are essentially560
offline diagnosis methods where the classification model is trained on the full561
data of each faulty batch. However, to obtain a characteristic pattern for each562
fault class and, hence, improve classification performance, it is important to563
focus on data obtained at the start of the period of faulty operation. Data564
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Figure 4: Mean trajectory of the absolute value of the normalized DO measurement during
a step decrease in aeration rate () and DO sensor drift (©).
before the onset of the fault are simply NOC data and samples obtained too565
long after the onset might be influenced by different corrective actions and566
additional disturbances. Therefore, a novel data selection methodology was567
proposed which focuses on the onset of the fault, avoiding the estimation of568
future batch evolution.569
Additionally, several data pretreatment steps were proposed (normaliz-570
ing around the mean trajectory, taking the absolute value and defining a571
data window) to transform the data into a form suitable for easy classifica-572
tion. Two benchmark studies conducted on the Pensim simulator (a base573
study with the standard Pensim noise and one with additional measurement574
noise) using both simple k-NN and advanced LS-SVM classifiers illustrated575
the strong impact of the proposed data preprocessing steps on diagnosis per-576
formance.577
The case studies clearly indicated that while overall classification perfor-578
mance might increase by changing the data pretreatment, this might also579
result in a lower correct classification rate for some types of faults. Analysis580
of the class-specific correct classification rates and the classifier’s confusion581
matrix can help select the correct pretreatment for a given set of process582
faults. These tools can also be used to optimize the correct classification583
rates of the most important (or safety-critical) faults.584
While data selection and pretreatment had a large influence on the clas-585
sifier performance, the choice between the actual classification model (k-NN586
or LS-SVM, OvO or OvA binarization technique, linear or RBF kernel) was587
often of lesser importance. Varying the number of training batches demon-588
strated that satisfactory diagnosis performance is achievable even for low589
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amounts of training data, provided the data are preprocessed appropriately.590
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Appendix A. Additional global classification results599
Fig. A.5 depicts the global correct classification rates (i.e., the mean of600
the correct classification rate over the six fault classes) for the six different601
classifiers in the base case study with standard Pensim measurement noise.602
Appendix B. Additional class-specific results603
Tables B.7–B.9 present the class-specific classification rates for the base604
case study with standard Pensim noise. Tables 4 and 5 present the class-605
specific classification rate for the various LS-SVM classifiers for the advanced606
case study with additional measurement noise.607
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Figure A.5: Global correct classification rates in function of the number of training batches
for the base case study with the standard Pensim noise using (a) a 1-NN classifier, (b)
a 3-NN classifier, (c) an LS-SVM with linear kernel and OvA binarization, (d) an LS-
SVM with RBF kernel and OvA binarization, (e) an LS-SVM with linear kernel and OvO
binarization, and (f) an LS-SVM with RBF kernel and OvO binarization. The training set
consists of raw data (4), normalized data (), the absolute values of the normalized data
(♦), the absolute values of a window of 5 normalized data points (5) and the absolute
values of a window of 10 normalized data points (©). The total width of each error bar
equals two times the standard deviation. The markers are slightly scattered with respect
to the x-axis for visual clarity.
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